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At Karndean, we
see flooring differently...
We travel the world in our quest to bring you
exceptional floors that inspire and delight. From the
ancient forests of Europe, to the remote Australian
outback and beyond, we seek out expressive
and intriguing forms in the natural world to
influence our unique floor designs.
By combining these original features with cutting
edge design, we create simply beautiful floors
that you'll love for a lifetime.

Designed for You
Every one of our floors is unique to us having been lovingly
created by our in-house team. Our product designers select
natural woods and stones to work with, taking the time to
carefully replicate the knots, grains and textures found in
these products into our designs. Working with these products
they apply different techniques of staining, brushing and
oiling to name a few to create the perfect look and feel
bringing you a simply beautiful floor.

Corris LM22
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Environmental Responsibility
Karndean Designflooring is a family-owned, leading supplier of luxury vinyl tile (LVT), in business since 1973.
We are aware that the activities of our company have an impact on the environment and are committed to the continual
improvement of our manufacturing and logistical processes to ensure sustainability and best value for our customers and
stakeholders alike. This commitment is driven from the top down, with training given to all employees on how they can
contribute to the achievement of our environmental objectives.
We pride ourselves on environmental awareness in the supply and maintenance of all our products worldwide and regularly
monitor our performance against key criteria, to ensure continual improvement of both our products and processes in this area.
Within our own premises, we reduce our environmental impact by adopting reasonable controls to prevent air, water, ground
and noise pollution and keeping sites clean and tidy. We also work with our suppliers and sub-contractors to improve their
awareness of environmental issues.

6 | Karndean Designflooring
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Kid friendly
Pet friendly
From muddy paw prints to
household accidents and
anything in-between, our
low maintenance floors are
designed with pets in mind.

Designed to Perform
Hessian Oak VGW93T

Karndean floors offer kids a
safe and comfortable space
to play, and parents an
easy-to-clean surface.

Durable

Waterproof

Karndean Designflooring gives
you the look and feel of natural
products with the durability and
resilience of luxury vinyl.

Our waterproof floors stand
up to spills of all sizes.

Jatoba VGW42T

Quiet underfoot
Karndean Designflooring offers formats that reduce noise
transfer by up to 22dB – perfect for upstairs bedrooms,
playrooms or attic/loft conversions.

Phthalate free
We pride ourselves on environmental
awareness in the manufacture and supply
of all our products, and can proudly say that
all Karndean products are phthalate free.

Low maintenance
Easy to clean with a sweep and mop.
Doesn’t require sanding, varnishing
or staining.

Designed for Peace of Mind
White Painted Pine KP105 | Pale Limed Oak KP94

Lifetime warranty
Not only is a Karndean ﬂoor unique
to your home, but it’s guaranteed to
last for years to come.

Weathered American Pine LLP335

From Our Home...
It all began in 1973 when a former flooring installer created a small business from his family home.
With the belief that luxury vinyl flooring shouldn’t just be practical, it needed to be beautiful as well, Karndean was formed.
The team set out to travel the world, seeking inspiration from natural materials for what now are the most realistic luxury vinyl
flooring products on the market.
The Karndean team worked out of that house for several years with the family’s trusty dog Smokey, the Great Dane who is still
present on Karndean’s logo today. For the family and Karndean’s early employees — many who are still working with us today
— these years bring back many fond memories. Today, Smokey embodies the shared qualities of a Great Dane and a Karndean
floor - unmistakable, protective, dependable, loyal and a pillar of the household.
Now stretching across the globe, beyond the walls of the original house, the Karndean family and employees continue to move
forward with the same passion to deliver beautiful, innovative designs for your home.

Fumo SP216 | Marrakesh SP220

...to Your Home
Designing your home can be overwhelming. There are many
elements that must fit together, from furniture to flooring, to
fixtures and everything in between. Where to begin?

We begin a new design with an inspiration, and we are most inspired by
nature. What’s your design motivation? Is it aesthetic, such as a throw
pillow or the perfect paint chip? Or is it lifestyle, a place where you can
dance in your pajamas and your babies (both two- and four-legged) can
roll around and play?
No matter what drives you, Karndean was created with your needs in mind. We see flooring differently and by combining our
original features with cutting edge design, you can create a simply beautiful floor that you will love for a lifetime.
Our simple method will help you navigate the selection process and design your perfect floor, taking you beyond picking a color
and measuring the room. Let’s get started!

Meet Marcos & Lotta
and find out how Karndean set the
foundation for their home.
www.karndean.com/marcosandlotta
12 | Karndean Designflooring
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Design ideas
Take inspiration from our installation
patterns guide to design your floor.

Which format and color?
With more than 180+ colors across three
formats, we’re sure to have a floor that fits
your design style.
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1.Imagine Your Space
On the next page, draw the space that you will be
updating by following the example below.

Now
your it's
turn..
.

Start with the shape of your space
and entry points.

How do you walk through the room?

Are there any adjoining rooms?

Take your space from sketch to reality.

Design Tip

Sketch fixtures in your space.

Grey Riven Slate ST16 with DS10 3mm design strip

16 | Karndean Designflooring

When planning the design of
your floor, think of your most
common footpath. Have your
local retailer install the floor in
that direction to guide guests
throughout the space.
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2.Design Ideas

STONE
Brick Lay

Herringbone

Diagonal

This is a great lay pattern for
spaces that have multiple
footpaths and entryways.

Choosing Your Installation Pattern
It’s not just the floor you choose, but the direction you lay it that makes a
lasting impression. So how do you know which way you should lay your
floor? Keep these pattern options in mind as you browse our three product
constructions, as select floors cannot be laid in all of these patterns. Use our
pattern guide for inspiration or to share with your local retailer.

WOOD
Herringbone

Gluedown

Loose lay

Rigid core

Gluedown

Loose lay

Rigid core

3

3

3

3

3

3

Herringbone
Chevron

Striped (2-color)

Broken Chevron

Gluedown

Loose lay

Rigid core

Gluedown

Loose lay

Rigid core

Gluedown

Loose lay

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Rigid core

Gluedown

Loose lay

3

3

Rigid core

Gluedown

Loose lay

Rigid core

3

3

3

Grey Riven Slate ST16 with DS10 3mm design strip

Salvaged Barnwood SM-RKP8209

Staggered

MIXED

Diagonal with Border

Striped
(Wood and Stone)

Adding a Border

Gluedown

Loose lay

Rigid core

Gluedown

Loose lay

3

3

3

3

3

Striped (2-color)

Rigid core

Block

Something as simple as adding
a border around the perimeter
of the room or permanent
fixtures such as a kitchen island
can make an impact!

Natural Walnut WP326 with DS03 10mm design strip
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Wood Frame
with Stone Inset

Mixed Materials

Gluedown

Loose lay

3

3

Rigid core

Gluedown

Loose lay

3

3

Rigid core

Create a one-of-a-kind floor that
will leave your guests speechless!

Gluedown

Loose lay

Rigid core

Gluedown

Loose lay

3

3

3

3

3

Rigid core

Tenebra Walnut WP330 and Fumo SP216 with DS07 3mm-10mm design strip
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More Design Ideas

Decorative Borders
To add a finishing touch to your design or to frame permanent fixtures, like a
kitchen island, consider incorporating a decorative border.
Our decorative borders typically feature two colors: the background color will match
your main floor and a contrasting color as the pattern within the border.

Choosing Design Components

Some floors have more than one corresponding border. Use our colorful range key
and product code listings on pages 168-169 to discover available options.

Add a personal touch to your gluedown floor with our variety of design components. See our full offering on pages 166-169.

If you don't see a pre-designed border that suits your floor or your style, ask your
retailer about creating a custom border.

GLUEDOWN
Design Strips
Design strips are narrow pieces of luxury vinyl tile which can be installed between our planks and tiles or used to
create a slim border or inlay. They allow you to add visual interest to the design of your floor by adding a grout
effect between tiles or between planks for a ship lap effect. The
beauty of our strips versus real grout is that they won’t stain or
fade, and they don’t have to be sealed.
Design strips are available in a variety of colors and widths. The wider
the strip or bolder the color, the more impact. The choice of color is
completely up to you.
Using design strips to create a border is
also a popular way to frame your room.
Use three or more strips to create a
tramline border or keep it simple by
using just one strip as a keyline border.
Our brochure has examples throughout
of how design strips can be used by
themselves or in multiples to add a border
around the room.

Borders don’t have to just go
around the edge of a room. Try
using them in a large space or
hallway to create the effect of
an area rug, with the border
acting as the edge, or by placing
it around a feature in the room,
such as a kitchen island.

Dune CER15 with AF06 3mm design strip
and Davyne border

Design Tip

Border your room with half-cut
tiles, then add the design border to
draw the eye to the entire room.
Cumbrian Stone ST14 with DS10 3mm design strip and Dark Mackintosh border

Features
Add a statement centerpiece to any
room, entranceway or stair landing with
one of our features.
Pick your favorite feature design, choose
which colors you'd like to be in it (we
recommend using the color of your
main floor as the background color) and
discuss with your retailer what size would
best fit the space.

Looking for a
custom design?

Eisen CER13 with DS15 3mm design strip

Design Tip
Choose a contrasting strip color to make the color of the product stand out.

20 | Karndean Designflooring

Argen WP414 with DS17 3mm and DS07 3mm
and 10mm design strip

If you're looking for a completely unique
feature, your retailer can help you sketch
out your idea and create a custom
feature design.

Canberra LM06 with DS10 3mm design strip and Nexus feature
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Formats at a Glance
We offer three types of product formats: rigid core, gluedown and loose lay.

Rigid core
Choose rigid core when…

Click-locking mechanism

• Y
 ou want superior acoustics, such as in
loft conversions or upstairs rooms.

Reduces noise transfer

• You want a quick installation.
• Y
 ou want to install over an existing
floor such as ceramic tiles or
floorboards, or uneven subfloor.

Quick and easy to install
Installs over most existing
hard floors

• Y
 ou have a damp subfloor, sometimes
found in new builds or extensions.
See page 24 for more details.

Gluedown
Choose gluedown when…

Individually replaceable

• Y
 ou want to create your floor, with
different laying patterns, design strips
and decorative borders.

Design capabilities

• Y
 ou want to be able to mix stone and
wood designs and create a completely
bespoke floor.
• Y
 ou have a completely flat, dry
subfloor, prepared by a flooring
professional.

No expansion gap required
Individual, glued down
planks and tiles

See page 26 for more details.

Loose lay
Choose loose lay when…
• Y
 ou want to reduce noise transfer, such
as in loft conversions or
upstairs rooms.
• You want a quick installation.
• Y
 ou have a smooth or damp
subfloor, sometimes found in new
builds or extensions.

Individually replaceable
Quick and easy to install
Reduces noise transfer
K-Wave® friction grip backing

See page 28 for more details.
Washed Velvet Ash RKP8102

22 | Karndean Designflooring
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3.Choose Your Format
While any of our formats can be installed in any room of the home,
you may be wondering what the differences are and how you know
which one is right for you.

RIGID CORE
We offer four industry-leading ranges of rigid core:
Korlok Select, Korlok Reserve, Van Gogh and Knight Tile.
Rigid core is a type of floating floor that
clicks and locks into place and can be
floated over most existing hard floors no adhesive necessary.
An ideal alternative to laminate and
engineered hardwood floors, Karndean
Designflooring rigid core offers realistic
visuals with the durability and waterproof
qualities of luxury vinyl.

Salvaged Barnwood SM-RKP8209

Aged Oak SCB-KP98

Why would you want
a rigid core floor?
Floats over existing hard floors:
Rigid core can be floated over
most existing hard floor coverings.
Acoustic qualities: The premium,
pre-attached acoustic foam
backing reduces noise transfer to
rooms below, making it perfect for
upstairs bedrooms, playrooms or
attic/loft conversions.
Quick and easy to install: Clicklocking systems allow the installer
to quickly drop and lock planks
together, meaning less upheaval
and disruption to everyday life.
24 | Karndean Designflooring

Need help finding
your format?

Waterproof K-Core®
technology allows for
a fast installation over
most existing hard floors
and uneven subfloors.
Country Oak SCB81

Contact your local retailer.
Go to www.karndean.com/
findaretailer
Karndean Designflooring | 25

3.Choose Your Format
While any of our formats can be installed in any room of the home,
you may be wondering what the differences are and how you know
which one is right for you.

GLUEDOWN
Our gluedown ranges are:
Art Select, Da Vinci, Van Gogh, Opus and Knight Tile.

Why would you want a
gluedown floor?
Design options: Our widest range
of designs, colors, textures and
sizes.
Personalization: With our
gluedown ranges, you have
complete control over the look of
your floor, from the lay pattern to
the incorporation of our design
strips and borders.
Individually replaceable: Ability to
replace individual planks and tiles.
Glued down: Planks and tiles
are permanently secured to the
subfloor.
Glacier Oak SM-RL21

Urban Spotted
Gum KP141

Because gluedown planks
and tiles are installed
individually, these products
offer the highest level of
personalization. This allows
you to create a layout and
design that makes your home
more stylish and functional,
while remaining affordable
and faster to install than
other types of hard
surface flooring.

Need help finding
your format?
Casablanca SP219
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Contact your local retailer.
Go to www.karndean.com/
findaretailer
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3.Choose Your Format
While any of our formats can be installed in any room of the home,
you may be wondering what the differences are and how you know
which one is right for you.

LOOSE LAY
Featuring our K-Wave® friction grip backing that holds the product in
place using a combination of weight and friction, our loose lay products
require only minimal adhesive. Available in Karndean LooseLay and
LooseLay Longboard.
With Karndean LooseLay and LooseLay
Longboard, you can have a floating
floor with design flexibility and even
incorporate multiple colors into one
design. You can carry your chosen
design throughout the space without the
need for transition strips.
This is our most
ergonomic flooring
option, meaning
it provides the
most cushioning
underfoot.

Character Walnut LLP315

Why would you want
a loose lay floor?
Acoustic qualities: Our
floating floors help to reduce
noise transfer to the room
below, perfect for playrooms,
children’s bedrooms or attic/loft
conversions.

Neutral Oak LLP307

What's great about
loose lay not being fully
adhered to your subfloor
is that if you need to
replace an individual
plank or tile, it is quick
and easy to do so!

Need help finding
your format?

Quick and easy to install: Benefit
from minimal disruption and a
quick installation.
Minimal subfloor preparation:
This varies by the type of floor
you currently have.
28 | Karndean Designflooring

Shadow Fabric Oak LLP331

Contact your local retailer.
Go to www.karndean.com/
findaretailer
Karndean Designflooring | 29

Let’s talk

Color Inspiration
When choosing a floor, take into account all of the surrounding materials
and finishes. What color will the walls or cabinets be? Will you have
stained or white baseboards? All of these items play a part in narrowing
down your flooring choices.

At a g

lance

See
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colo rganize an
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d
pg 3 by
2!

Warm

Warm-toned floors tend to align more with
traditional, timeless décor styles and are
sure to create an inviting atmosphere.

Create a Moodboard
Natural Koa RKP8122

Remodeling a whole room and not sure
where to start? Create a moodboard
with the color scheme you have in mind
for the room. Include items like paint
samples, pictures from magazines,
wallpaper samples anything that gives
you inspiration for
your new space!

Neutral

Visit our Pinterest
page karndeanUSA
for inspiration!

A neutral floor creates a clean backdrop to
design the rest of the space. If you frequently
like to change your décor, a neutral floor
allows for the widest amount of options.

Visit www.karndean.com or
text the product code to
877-722-2086 to ship samples
right to your house!

French Oak VGW85T | SCB85

Washed Grey Ash RKP8104

Cool

Cool-toned floors best complement
contemporary and modern styles and are
sure to add drama and sophistication to any
room in your home.

Design your dream floor at home!
Try our Floorstyle visualizer www.karndean.com/floorstyle.
Grey Oiled Oak RCP6541
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4.Choose Your Color
Organized from light to dark, choose the color
that fits the vision of your new space.

Korlok |

Art Select |

Da Vinci |

= available in GLUEDOWN product |

Van Gogh |

Opus |

Knight Tile |

= available in RIGID CORE product |

V isit
www
. ka r n
d ea n
o r te
.c
x
code t the pro om
du c t
to 87
7to s h
ip sa 722-208
6
mp l e
to yo
s
u r h o r i g ht
u s e!

RCP6546

SM-RKP8116

RKP8116

RKT2407

RKP8236

KP99
SCB-KP99-6

LLP309

RCP6544

Karndean LooseLay

= available in LOOSE LAY product

RKT3013-G

SM-RKT3013-G

LM16

ST17
SCB-ST17-G

RKT3005-G

LM09

RKP8108

LLP92

LLP332

RKP8104

RKT3012-G

SM-RKT3012-G

ST31
SCB-ST31-G

SP219

SM-RL21

RL21

LLP335

WP322

RP96

HC03

KP105
SCB-KP105-6

RKP8217

RKT2408

KP133
SCB-KP133-6

WP331

RKT3011-G

RCP6532

WP511

RKP8107

WP413

RL12

RP100

ST18
SCB-ST18-G

LLP95

LLP333

KP154
SCB-KP154-6

SP220

KP138
SCB-KP138-6

RKP8101

RP97

EW22

LLP330

LLP331

RKT3010-G

Design Tip
SM-RKP8105

RKP8105

LLP306

SP212

CLIF-04

LLT201

EW12

WP411

EW11

KP144
SCB-KP144-6

LST04

ST13
SCB-ST13-G

RKP8202

LM29

WP311

CER20

RP98

VGW81T
SCB81

LLP308

LLP304
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Inspired by reclaimed planks
from an old wind-powered
sawmill in Amsterdam. The
muted taupe color offers a
rustic feel and is a great match
to teals and blues.
Discover Knight Tile on page 122
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ST24
SCB-ST24-G

RCP6534

WP329

RKT3004-G

RKT3008-G

WP330

VGW89T
SCB89

CER14

LLT203

HC06

WP317

RL04

SP714

ST16
SCB-ST16-G

RKP8203

LM20

CLIF-01

RKT3006-G

ST30
SCB-ST30-G

LM06

SP218

WP324

VGW97T

VGW96T

ST14
SCB-ST14-G

CER21

SP215

WP414

VGW91T
SCB91

WP318

SM-RKP8209

RKP8209

VGW102T

EW03

RKT3001-G

LM15

KP150
SCB-KP150-6

LLP302

WP326

WP417

VGW98T

HC04

WP316

RL03

RP99

KP98
SCB-KP98-6

RP101

RP105

RP95

Design Tip
Inspired by a piece of slate in
north Wales. This textured slate
will charm any space with its cool
and ambient light gray tones for
a clean and fresh feel.
Discover Art Select on page 74

RKT3007-G

LM22

LM21

RKT3009-G

RCP6541

RKP8109

RCP6539

SP216

SP213

CER17

RKT3003-G

CER13

RKT3002-G

VGW101T

VGW100T
SCB100

KP141
SCB-KP141-6

SM-SP216

RKP8126

WP328

LLP112

CER19

LLP301

LLP336

RCP6535

VGW99T
SCB99

WP313
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WP325

LLP303

MAYF-02

SP718

CH-KP96
SCB-CH-KP96

KP96
SCB-KP96-6

RCP6531

VGW53T
SCB53

KP155
SCB-KP155-6

CER12

RKP8110

MAYF-01

VG1-7

LM05

RP91

CH-KP94
SCB-CH-KP94

KP94
SCB-KP94-6

WP315

RKP8102

RL07

EW02

KP97
SCB-KP97-6

RKP8237

LLP5-7

LLP305

VGW93T
SCB93

VGW42T
SCB42

RCP6543

VGW41T
SCB41

RKP8114

RL02

VG5-7

EW21

CER16

RCP6533

LLP39

LLP111

RKP8122

VGW51T
SCB51

WP321

RP73

VGW76T
SCB76

RKP8206

RCP6536

VGW39T
SCB39

CC08

HC01

RKP8238

Design Tip
VGW54T
SCB54

RKP8124

RP94

RP41

LLP315

RCP6545

VGW33T

VGW86T
SCB86

RKP8215

RL09

VGW95T

WP415

LLP110

CER11

LLP109

VGW92T

VGW49T
SCB49

WP416

RL05

LLP91

RP104

VGW70T
SCB70

EW01

RL11

LLP33

VGW44T
SCB44

LLP307
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Caldera is a travertine that
features delicate, light natural
tones and a soft mottled
pattern that adds interest and
complexity. It's available in two
sizes 6" x 36" and 18" x 24".

LLP38

See Art Select on page 74
LLP310

LM08

LM28
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LLT206

LST05

VGW94T
SCB94

CER15

RKP8103

RP103

VGW40T

KP145
SCB-KP145-6

RP102

LLP113

LLP317

RL01

RKP8111

LLP108

Series
LLP94Two

Design Tip
LM02

French Oak provides the
attractive knot and grain
details of a traditional light
blond oak floor and is available
in both a gluedown and rigid
core format.
Discover Van Gogh on page 98

LLT202

VGW85T
SCB85

VGW71T
SCB71

WP312

VGW50T

RP61

RL23

EW13

LM27

LM07

LM01

ST12
SCB-ST12-G

LST03

ST5-18
SCB-ST5-G

LM03
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Design at Home

Shop Local

Bring your design
ideas to life!

Your Karndean Designflooring
journey continues at your local
Karndean retailer.

See your future floor with our interactive room
viewer, Floorstyle! As you see a color you like, try it
from the comfort of your own couch.
Upload a picture of your home and get creative.
Explore your options by changing your laying
pattern and
mixing colors.

www.karndean.com/floorstyle

Design Tip
Have you chosen other elements
of your new room design already?
Bring samples of those materials with
you when you visit your retailer. This
will help you find the perfect floor to
match your style.
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Focus on Style
Focus on Style

Gilded Glamour

Neutral Oak LLP307

Golden Age

For spaces that will be rich in color, start with a grounding neutral base for
flooring. Add in touches of earthy elements to balance the glamour.

Mid Limed Oak CH-KP96 | SCB-CH-KP96

Need help finding your style?

Tap into the comfort of the familiar and spark a closer connection with
nature by incorporating organic materials, textiles and furnishings.

Visit our blog www.karndean.com/ourblog

Looking for design inspiration?
Follow us on Instagram
@karndean_usa

Neutral Oak offers a truly
authentic wood look, ideal
for both contemporary
and traditional homes.
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Featuring striking color variations of dusty
pale browns and softer golden hues, the
worn and rustic appearance of Mid Limed
Oak pairs well with eclectic vintage and
more traditional interior styles. Easily
incorporate a timeless chevron pattern into
your project.

M
 id Limed Oak
CH-KP96 | SCB-CH-KP96
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Focus on Style

Modern Luxe

Traditional style gets a touch of luxury by incorporating metallic fixtures and
even patterned fabrics. A great way to elevate a room is by choosing a lay
pattern that is sure to strike up a conversation.

Looking for more design styles?
Visit our blog www.karndean.com/ourblog
Our design team transformed
American black walnut boards by
applying a white wash, which both
highlighted the wood’s natural
characteristics and created a
unique palette of smoky gray
tones. This modern neutral look
will add character to any room in
your home.
Wa
sh

ed
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Washed Walnut WP328
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Complete your Designfloor,

Choose the Floor that Suits Your Style
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Now that you've gathered
your ideas and have a color
choice in mind, view our
product ranges to make your
final selections.
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Korlok Select

Woods and Stones with a

Soul and a Story
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FRENCH
OAKS
Sourced from boards dating back to 17th
century French oak flooring, hundreds of
years of natural wear have resulted in a
worn and rustic design full of character
and personality.

Behind the Design
Antique French Oak RKP8110

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Reclaimed French Oak RKP8109

|

Antique French Oak RKP8110

= available in RIGID CORE product
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SMOKED
BUTTERNUT
Sourced from the eastern United States,
this mid-tone plank suits a wide variety
of interior styles. The mix of straight
and flowery grain patterns create a
rich design, injecting luxury into your
home décor.

Smoked Butternut RKP8107

Smoky Greige
Text Us
Baltic Coastal Oak RKP8236

Shadow Oak RKP8203

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Smoked Koa RKP8126

|

Washed Grey Ash RKP8104

Washed Velvet Ash RKP8102

Text the color number to
877-722-2086
to have a free sample shipped
to your home.

= available in RIGID CORE product
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WASHED
BUTTERNUT
Often referred to as “white walnut,” we
sourced planks from the eastern United
States. Real butternut is even softer
than walnut, making it highly impractical
for flooring and, as a protected wood,
difficult to find in its natural form.

Washed Butternut RKP8108

Light Washed
= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Ivory Brushed Oak RKP8217

Texas White Ash RKP8105

Texas White Ash SM-RKP8105

Oyster Oak RKP8202

Baltic Washed Oak RKP8101

= available in RIGID CORE product
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Light
andClean

Warm Brushed Oak RKP8215

Warm Brushed Oak RKP8215

Dark and
Detailed

Natural Koa RKP8122

Warm Ash RKP8103

Canadian Urban Oak RKP8116

Canadian Urban Oak SM-RKP8116

Salvaged Barnwood RKP8209

Salvaged Barnwood SM-RKP8209

Braemar Oak RKP8238

Baltic Limed Oak RKP8111

Barley Oak RKP8206

Glenmore Oak RKP8237

Kilauea Koa RKP8124

Natural Koa RKP8122

Cathedral Oak RKP8114

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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|

= available in RIGID CORE product
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MARBLE
Calacatta has two essential features:
a white background and crisp bold
veining. These make it unique in the
marble world and our design team has
spent over a year developing our first
calacatta design to ensure that our
recreation of this beautiful stone, in an
LVT format, reflects the original’s quality
and aesthetic.

Behind the Design
Palazzo Marble SM-RKT3012-G

InteGrout

™

Color-coordinated InteGrout™ is seamlessly attached to all
Palazzo Marble
RKT3012-G

Palazzo Marble
SM-RKT3012-G

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Brunella Marble
RKT3013-G

|

Brunella Marble
SM-RKT3013-G

Korlok Select stones, with the exception of our stenciled designs.

= available in RIGID CORE product
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AGED
PARCHMENT
Aged Parchment’s faded terracotta
coloring creates a time-worn look that
adds history to your home. This design
has character without competing with
other design accents in the space.

Aged Parchment
RKT3011-G

Light and Delicate
= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Arctic Mist
RKT3005-G

Alpine Lace
RKT2408

Shadow Lace
RKT2407

= available in RIGID CORE product
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MOUNTAIN
SLATE
Mountain Slate’s overall mushroomgray coloring with brown-gray veining
is stunning in kitchens, mudrooms and
bathrooms. A classic slate design with
timeless appeal.

Mountain Slate
RKT3003-G

Notable Neutrals
= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Coastal Fog
RKT3004-G

Sandstorm
RKT3010-G

Pebble Grey
RKT3009-G

Metro Grey
RKT3007-G

= available in RIGID CORE product
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OXFORD
GREY
Developed from reclaimed French cotta,
which is faded and more neutral than
red-brown Spanish cotta, this lovely
dove gray will instantly add history to
your home.

Oxford Grey
RKT3008-G

Sleek Darks
= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Black Sands
RKT3006-G

Volcanic Slate
RKT3001-G

Antique Copper
RKT3002-G

= available in RIGID CORE product
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Korlok Reserve

Woods with a

Soul and a Story
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OILED
OAKS
Applying an oil finish to woods adds
depth and character and enhances the
overall matte appearance. With just
a light application, Natural Oiled Oak
remains close to the natural yellow and
red oak planks that inspired our design.
For a contemporary alternative, look to
Grey Oiled Oak.

Behind the Design
Grey Oiled Oak RCP6541

Natural Oiled Oak RCP6536

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Grey Oiled Oak RCP6541

= available in RIGID CORE product
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AGED
SPANISH
OAK

LIMED
COASTAL
OAK

The linear blend of brown-gray and
silvery charcoals come together in this
contemporary oak plank. The delicate
grain detailing and relatively smooth
finish brings modern elegance to
any space.

Tapping into the trends for light and
airy neutral tones, Limed Coastal
Oak combines the look of worn, sunbleached driftwood with rustic knot
detailing to suit a variety of interiors.

Limed Coastal Oak RCP6534
Aged Spanish Oak RCP6535

Coastal Cool
Millstone Sycamore RCP6546

Weathered Oak RCP6532

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Ghost Elm RCP6544

Distressed
Darks

Charred Weathered Pine RCP6539

= available in RIGID CORE product
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VINTAGE
OREGON
OAK
The neutral mid-browns of this Pacific
Northwest wood make for a timeless
design, while the rustic knot detailing and
manmade markings add aged character
and charm, creating the ideal backdrop
for traditional and vintage interiors.

Vintage Oregon Oak RCP6531

Warm Character
= available in GLUEDOWN product
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North American Oak RCP6533

Marron Elm RCP6543

Smoked American Maple RCP6545

= available in RIGID CORE product
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Art Select

Inherently Beautiful and

Full of Character
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HANDCRAFTED
Rich and rustic, our Handcrafted designs
have the look and feel of aged and
reclaimed woods with a sophisticated
finish. This collection houses elegant
reclaimed hickories with wide crosssawn boards and characterful sapwood
markings found only in old-growth
trees, the smoky essence and faithfully
replicated knots and grain details seen
in our darkest handcrafted hickories, and
the strikingly unique display of warmth
and weathered appearance found in the
reclaimed boards of the nearly extinct
American Chestnut.

Behind the Design
Classic Hickory EW13 with 10mm DS06 design strips

Classic Hickory EW13

Vintage Hickory EW12

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Weathered Hickory EW11

|

Salvaged Chestnut EW22

Hickory Paprika EW01

Hickory Nutmeg EW03

Reclaimed Chestnut EW21

Hickory Peppercorn EW02

= available in RIGID CORE product
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SAVANNAH
OAK
Developed from hand-selected pieces
of French Oak, its pale and subtle golden
hues and intricate pattern make this floor
an attractive choice for both traditional
and contemporary commercial interiors.

Savannah Oak RL23

Cool and Classy
Glacier Oak SM-RL21

Design Tip
Glacier Oak is available in two sizes
allowing for design flexibility.
Glacier Oak RL21

Storm Oak RL12

Glacier Oak SM-RL21

Dusk Oak HC03

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Midnight Oak HC06

|

Light and Airy
Spring Oak RL01

= available in RIGID CORE product
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SUNDOWN
OAK
Sundown Oak combines rich, warm
brown tones with an intricate grain in
a paler brown creating a 'limewash'
effect set of highlights. It also has the
subtle texture ripples that reflect the
traditional craftsman methods of real
oak timber production.

Sundown Oak HC04

Rich Warms

Dawn Oak HC01

Coffee Maple RL09

Autumn Oak RL03

Winter Oak RL04

Text Us
Toasted Maple RL11

Summer Oak RL02

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Dawn Oak HC01

|

Santina Cherry RL07

Spanish Cherry RL05

Text the color number to
877-722-2086 to have a free
sample shipped to your home.

Bray Oak KP70

= available in RIGID CORE product
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SLATES
Two types of slate can be found in this
range. Developed from stones found
on the steps of the former Australian
Parliament House in Melbourne,
Canberra and Melbourne reflect the
rough clefting of the natural stone. Our
Welsh slates were developed from slate
recovered from two northern Welsh
quarries. Oakeley and Corris have been
handcrafted to reflect the rugged texture
of their natural counterparts.

Behind the Design
Canberra LM06 with 3mm DS12 design strips

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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|

Melbourne LM05

Oakeley LM21

Corris LM22

Canberra LM06

= available in RIGID CORE product
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ALDERNEY

FIORE &
OTONO

The cool chalky freshness of Alderney
Island Limestone creates an airy, classic
backdrop to any space. Combining a
variety of tile sizes separated by our
realistic grout effect strips creates the
random tile pattern so popular with real
limestone floors.

Our understated and classic marble
visuals were inspired by natural white
and blue-gray marble from worldfamous Tuscan quarries. Tucked away in
the provincial mountains near Carrara,
these quarries have provided some of
the finest marble, dating back to Ancient
Roman times.

Alderney LM03

Fiore LM16

Otono LM15

Light Naturals
Cool and Crisp
Gallatin LM09

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Herm LM20

Gallatin LM29

|

Washburn LM07

Jersey LM01

Caldera LM08

Washburn LM27

Guernsey LM02

Caldera LM28

= available in RIGID CORE product
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Da Vinci

The Essence of Tradition with

Classic Appeal
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RECLAIMED
DRIFTWOOD
Developed from driftwood found on
Australia’s Fraser Island, our reclaimed
driftwood design captures the gentle,
sea-worn features and rustic look of
woods found washed along the shore.

Behind the Design
Beach Driftwood RP101

Beach Driftwood RP101

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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|

= available in RIGID CORE product

= available in GLUEDOWN product

Coastal Driftwood RP100

|

= available in RIGID CORE product
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LIMED
COTTON
OAK
Inspired by the soft texture of natural
cotton, the delicate grain and warm
chocolate hues of Limed Cotton Oak
make for an elegant floor. These planks
will add sophistication to bedrooms, living
areas and other rooms of your home.

Limed Cotton Oak RP99

Notable Neutrals
= available in GLUEDOWN product
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|

= available in RIGID CORE product

Limed Linen Oak RP98

Limed Jute Oak RP97

= available in GLUEDOWN product

Limed Silk Oak RP96

|

= available in RIGID CORE product
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SINGLE
SMOKED
ACACIA
Developed from acacia, a wood known
for its smooth grain detailing, Single
Smoked Acacia replicates the striking
rustic look of smoked wood in a rich
auburn color. The gentle color variation
among planks creates a beautiful
backdrop for rustic, industrial and
modern homes.

Single Smoked Acacia RP104

Warm and Welcoming
Canadian Maple RP61

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Kenyan Tigerwood RP73

Natural Oak RP102

|

= available in RIGID CORE product

Harvest Oak RP103

Blended Oak RP95

Double Smoked Acacia RP105

Lorenzo Warm Oak RP91

Australian Walnut RP41

Scorched
Oak RP94
Bray Oak KP70

= available in GLUEDOWN product

|

= available in RIGID CORE product
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WEATHERED
STEEL
As natural steel is exposed to the
elements, it transforms from a smooth,
shiny surface to a marked and weathered
structure, due to the wind, rain and
ongoing oxidation process. Our visuals
reflect the dynamic patterning that
results from this transformation.

Behind the Design
Eisen CER13 with 3mm DS15 design strips

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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|

= available in RIGID CORE product

Molten CER11

Iron Ore CER12

Eisen CER13

Carbon CER14

= available in GLUEDOWN product

|

= available in RIGID CORE product
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CAMBRIC
Cambric combines the look of woven
fabric with that of poured concrete.
Its cool gray tones imitate a modern,
industrial look in a format that is much
warmer and softer underfoot.

Cambric CER20

Versatile Neutrals

Santi Limestone LST05 with 3mm AF05 design strips

Casual Cools
Spirito Limestone LST04

Drift CER17

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Sindon CER21

|

= available in RIGID CORE product

Piazza Limestone LST03

Santi Limestone LST05

Burnet CER19

Dune CER15

Sable CER16

Oxide
CC08
Bray Oak
KP70

= available in GLUEDOWN product

|

= available in RIGID CORE product
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Van Gogh

Enduring American Style

and Performance
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SCOTTISH
BEECH
Manufacturers of real wood flooring
have been 'fuming' or 'smoking' wood
for hundreds of years. The well-balanced
color variations in these planks showcase
the rich charred tones and provide a
warming foundation for any décor.

Behind the Design
Charred Oak VGW102T

Burnished Beech VGW97T

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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|

Smoked Beech VGW98T

Charred Oak VGW102T

= available in RIGID CORE product
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COUNTRY
OAK
Evoking a farmhouse feel, Country Oak
has the rustic appearance of unfinished
planks without the need for waxing or
sanding. A cool mid-brown coupled
with oak grain detailing, this floor
complements vintage and contemporary
interiors alike.

Country Oak		
Country Oak
VGW81T		 SCB81

Adaptable Neutrals
Aged Redwood		
Aged Redwood
VGW100T		 SCB100

Reclaimed Redwood		
Reclaimed Redwood
VGW99T		 SCB99

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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|

Tawny Oak		
Tawny Oak
VGW91T		 SCB91

Traditionally Light
French Oak VGW85T

Macrocapra VGW50T

French Oak		
French Oak
VGW85T		 SCB85

Reclaimed Maple		
Reclaimed Maple
VGW71T		 SCB71

= available in RIGID CORE product
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Vivid Warms

Rimu VGW49T | SCB49

Honey Oak		
Honey Oak
VGW94T		 SCB94

Melbourne Larch VGW40T

Rimu		 Rimu
VGW49T		 SCB49

Classic Oak		
Classic Oak
VGW86T		 SCB86

Burgundy Oak VGW92T

Copper Gum VGW33T

Antique Karri		
Antique Karri
VGW39T		 SCB39

Lancewood		 Lancewood
VGW44T		 SCB44

Wellington Oak		
Wellington Oak
VGW53T		 SCB53

Vintage Pine		
Vintage Pine
VGW76T		 SCB76

Jatoba		 Jatoba
VGW42T		 SCB42

Smoked Oak		
Smoked Oak
VGW70T		 SCB70

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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|

= available in RIGID CORE product
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HESSIAN
OAK
A lime-washed appearance featuring
deep, wide grains and a beautiful variety
of brown tones. This is a perfect neutral
choice for many living spaces and easily
hides foot traffic.

Hessian Oak		
Hessian Oak
VGW93T		 SCB93

Natural Darks
Burnt Ginger VG5-7

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Aged Kauri		
Aged Kauri
VGW51T		 SCB51

Bracken VG1-7

|

Merbau		 Merbau
VGW41T		 SCB41

Lime Washed Cypress VGW95T

Salvaged Redwood VGW101T

Christchurch Oak		
Christchurch Oak
VGW54T		 SCB54

Burnished Cypress VGW96T

Ebony		 Ebony
VGW89T		 SCB89

= available in RIGID CORE product
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Opus

Sought-after Designs Tailored to

Modern Trends
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WALNUT
These fantastic nature-grade, American
black walnut boards were hand-selected
due to the beautiful warm tones. The
wide 6” boards, which are uncommon
and expensive in real walnut, allow the
color to drift from chocolate browns
to dark mauves - creating a fantastic
natural tonal floor and a rich canvas for
any interior.

Behind the Design
Washed Walnut WP328

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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|

Bleached Grey Walnut WP329

Washed Walnut WP328

Natural Walnut WP326

Tenebra Walnut WP330

= available in RIGID CORE product
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NIVEUS
This design brings a subtle limed effect to
a gentle light wood, creating a distinctive
grain defined by cool highlights. Available
in a large plank size, its perfect for a
welcoming and spacious feel in open
planned rooms.

Niveus WP411

Confident
Darks

Atra WP317

Rubra WP316

Sylva WP417

Argen WP414

Naturally Delicate

Atra WP317

Text Us
Ordo WP415

Tergo WP324

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Carbo WP318

|

Palleo WP312

Aurum WP315

Text the color number to
877-722-2086 to have a free
sample shipped to your home.

= available in RIGID CORE product
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ARRADO
With hints of blond and a base of mid to
dark brown, and showcasing the wavy
grain detailing of acacia, the wood that
inspired our design, Arrado creates a
warm atmosphere in any room. Its depth
of color allows for a mix of furniture to
blend harmoniously in a space.

Arrado WP325

Cool and
Calm

Magna WP413

Textum WP331

Magna WP413

Ignea WP313

Grano WP311

Canitia WP322

Weathered Elm WP511

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Distinct
Detail
Linea WP416

Luteus WP321

= available in RIGID CORE product
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LIMESTONE
After discovering a unique batch of
limestone while visiting an English quarry,
our design team used both faces of the
stone to create two individual designs
within one product. Initially etching the
stone to create a bleached effect, we
then used a high-pressure brushing
process to uncover the stone’s natural
character. We fused these designs
together to form what can also be also
interpreted as a concrete design.

Behind the Design
Fumo SP216 with 3mm DS12 design strip

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Fumo SP216

|

Fumo SM-SP216

Lutum SP218

= available in RIGID CORE product
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CLARUS
An authentic concrete look that uses a
mix of gray and silver hues to provide
a clean, washed finish. With its versatile
large tiles, Clarus will provide a neutral
base to any contemporary, modern or
industrial home setting.

Clarus SP714

Subtle
Neutrals

Dark Metallics

Ferra SP215 with 3mm DS17 design strip

Text Us
Terra SP212

Urbus SP213

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Texo SP718

|

Ferra SP215

Text the color number to
877-722-2086 to have a free
sample shipped to your home.

= available in RIGID CORE product
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Inspired by geometric tiled floors found
in Victorian and Regency villas and
townhomes, each design has been
developed to capture the opulence of
these traditional English architectural
styles and patterns.

Timeless
Geometrics
Clifton CLIF-01 with Diamond border

Modern
Mosaics
Clifton CLIF-01

Casablanca SP219

Design Tip
Mayfair MAYF-01

Mayfair MAYF-02

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Clifton CLIF-04

|

Casablanca SP219

Marrakesh SP220

Make an impact with patterned tile in
a small room such as a bathroom or
laundry room.

= available in RIGID CORE product
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Knight Tile

Effortlessly Stylish with

Universal Appeal
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LIMED
OAKS
These oak planks feature a limed, slightly
textured finish. Liming is traditionally
used to protect woods from natural
elements and as a design choice it is
terrific for rooms with both warm colors
and neutral grays.

Grey Limed Oak		
Grey Limed Oak
KP138		
SCB-KP138-6

Behind the Design
Grey Limed Oak KP138 with 3mm DS16 design strip

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Lime Washed Oak		
Lime Washed Oak
KP99		
SCB-KP99-6

Pale Limed Oak		
Pale Limed Oak
KP94		
SCB-KP94-6

Pale Limed Oak		
Pale Limed Oak
CH-KP94		
SCB-CH-KP94

Classic Limed Oak		
Classic Limed Oak
KP97		
SCB-KP97-6

Mid Limed Oak		
Mid Limed Oak
KP96		
SCB-KP96-6

Mid Limed Oak		
Mid Limed Oak
CH-KP96		
SCB-CH-KP96

= available in RIGID CORE product
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Cool and
Contemporary

Warm and Inviting

Urban Spotted Gum KP141 | SCB-KP141-6

White Painted Pine
KP105

White Painted Pine
SCB-KP105-6

Natural Scandi Pine		
Natural Scandi Pine
KP133		
SCB-KP133-6

Dutch Limed Oak		
Dutch Limed Oak
KP154		
SCB-KP154-6

Washed Character Oak		 Washed Character Oak
KP144		
SCB-KP144-6

Urban Spotted Gum		
Urban Spotted Gum
KP141		
SCB-KP141-6

Shadow Studio Oak		
Shadow Studio Oak
KP150		
SCB-KP150-6

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Natural Character Oak KP145 | SCB-KP145-6

Natural Character Oak		 Natural Character Oak
KP145		
SCB-KP145-6

Honey Limed Oak		
Honey Limed Oak
KP155		
SCB-KP155-6

Aged Oak		
Aged Oak
KP98		
SCB-KP98-6

= available in RIGID CORE product
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SLATE
The design team went to a number of
different quarries in the Lake District,
England, and sourced volcanic slate
by hand, selecting pieces of this
300-million-year-old stone. Each piece
was individually unique in character, and
the detail of the linear markings and
fractured features of the stones really
pair well with an active family space.

Behind the Design
Honed Oyster Slate		
Honed Oyster Slate
ST17		
SCB-ST17-G

Grey Riven Slate ST16 with 3mm DS12 design strip

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Ivory Riven Slate		
Ivory Riven Slate
ST18		
SCB-ST18-G

Grey Riven Slate		
Grey Riven Slate
ST16		
SCB-ST16-G

= available in RIGID CORE product
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BERN
STONE
The aggregate design of Bern Stone has
a subtle terrazzo feel within a concrete
style for a strong, yet subtle design with
plenty of versatility. The blend of light and
dark stone chips nested against the bluegray colorway adds subtle detail to your
room design.

Bern Stone		
Bern Stone
ST30		
SCB-ST30-G

Cool and
Modern
River Marble		
River Marble
ST31		
SCB-ST31-G

Portland Stone ST13 with 3mm DS10 design strip

Olten Stone		
Olten Stone
ST24		
SCB-ST24-G

= available in GLUEDOWN product
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Cumbrian Stone		
Cumbrian Stone
ST14		
SCB-ST14-G

Soapstone		 Soapstone
ST5-18		
SCB-ST5-G

Bath Stone		
Bath Stone
ST12		
SCB-ST12-G

Portland Stone		
Portland Stone
ST13		
SCB-ST13-G

= available in RIGID CORE product
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LooseLay Longboard

Where Classic Charm Meets

Contemporary
Sophistication
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HEART PINE
Heart pine is considered to be recycled
wood from first generation American
trees, alive when the first settlers landed
in the 1600s. The eclectic mix of features,
including natural open grain and manmade markings, develop a look that only
time can produce. We applied a very
light brush and light satin oils to bring the
blended tones to life.

Behind the Design
Reclaimed Heart Pine LLP305

Weathered Heart Pine LLP304

Reclaimed Heart Pine LLP305

Antique Heart Pine LLP303

= available in LOOSE LAY product
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Detailed and
Distressed

Versatile Lights

Weathered American Pine LLP335

Pearl Oak LLP306

Weathered American Pine LLP335

Text Us
Vanilla Oak LLP333

Pearl Oak LLP306

Text the color number to
877-722-2086 to have a free
sample shipped to your home.

Shadow Fabric Oak LLP331

Urban Fabric Oak LLP332

Distressed American Pine LLP336

= available in LOOSE LAY product
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CHARACTER
WALNUT
Sourced from an Australian wood species
and then stained to create a walnut
effect. In its natural form, walnut is not
available in such large boards, allowing
you to have the beauty and sought
after grain detailing of walnut in a costeffective format.

Character Walnut LLP315

Smoky
Character

Refreshed
Classics
Worn Fabric Oak LLP330

Champagne Oak LLP310

Taupe Oak LLP309

Design Tip
Crisp white walls make the gray
undertones of these floors pop!

Lemon Spotted Gum LLP317

Neutral Oak LLP307

French Grey Oak LLP308

Taupe Oak LLP309

Twilight Oak LLP301

Raven Oak LLP302

= available in LOOSE LAY product
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LooseLay

Where Classic Charm Meets

Contemporary
Sophistication
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AUSSIE
WOODS
Our Australian woods offer a palette
of warm, rich red to reddish-brown
hues, mainly in rustic and distressed
visuals developed from woods found
across Australia.

Behind the Design
Burnt Ginger LLP5-7

Tasmanian Wattle LLP38

Antique Karri LLP39

Burnt Ginger LLP5-7

Copper Gum LLP33

Merbau LLP91

= available in LOOSE LAY product
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Warm Autumnals

Burlington LLP110

Design Tip
Warm up bathroom floors with
rich colorways.
Winchester LLP97

Burlington LLP110

Salem LLP96

Boston LLP111

Dover LLP93

Light & Contemporary
Country Oak LLP92

Ashland LLP95

Country Oak LLP92

Hudson LLP99

= available in LOOSE LAY product
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Cozy Neutrals
Boston LLP111

Newport LLP94

Stamford LLP109

Hartford LLP112

Providence LLP108

Cambridge LLP113

= available in LOOSE LAY product
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TRAVERTINE
Natural travertine is a type of limestone
that develops when water from geysers
or mineral springs bring deposits
of dissolved minerals to the stone’s
surface, forming deep pits and troughs
in the process. Our travertine tiles
show the natural tumbled patterning in
neutral colors.

Behind the Design
Montana LLT203

Indiana LLT202

Montana LLT203

= available in LOOSE LAY product
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ARIZONA
With the modern look of sealed concrete,
our mid-brown Karndean LooseLay
Arizona stone floor tile is perfect for a
contemporary space. With its innovative
friction grip backing, Karndean LooseLay
Arizona is ideal for installation over most
existing hard floors with little or no need
for adhesives, meaning it's faster and
easier to fit and repair.

Arizona LLT200

Pleasing
Tawnies

Cool and Modern
Colorado LLT201

Text Us
Georgia LLP206

Pennsylvania LLT204

Texas LLT207

Colorado LLT201

Nevada LLT205

Text the color number to
877-722-2086 to have a free
sample shipped to your home.

= available in LOOSE LAY product
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Cleaning and Maintaining
your Karndean Floor

Visit us online at
www.karndean.com

Karndean Designflooring is durable and easy to look after. Unlike carpet, our hygienic floors do not hold dust, dirt
pollen or other allergens. Our K-Guard+® enhanced surface treatment helps protect against everyday wear, spills
and scuffs, giving you peace of mind that your Karndean floor will look great for years to come.

Find your nearest recommended retailer

A regular sweep and mop with Karndean Clean or other pH neutral, fragrance free cleaner approved for use with vinyl floors
is all you need to keep your Karndean floor looking its best and free of germs, including COVID-19. Visit the cleaning and
maintenance section of our website where you can watch videos and view answers to frequently asked questions.

Use our online search feature to find your nearest
Karndean Designflooring recommended retailer.
Simply enter your ZIP code to see who is in your area.

www.www.karndean.com/findaretailer

www.karndean.com/cleaning

Order free swatch samples

Karndean Designflooring Floor Care Kits
Over time you may want to treat your floor to some extra care. Our Floor Care Kits
contain Karndean Clean, Karndean Remove and Karndean Refresh solutions, and
are available to order through your retailer.
Karndean Clean can be used for routine maintenance. We recommend using
Karndean Remove and Karndean Refresh to rejuvenate your floor every six to
twelve months, depending on wear.

Welcome to our new brochure.

Come in and have a look around.

If you need some extra help selecting the best color for your room,
visit www.karndean.com or text the product code to 877-722-2086 to
ship samples right to your house. These are designed to help you pick
which product is right for you. We recommend visiting a local retailer
to see the full color and design variation.

www.karndean.com/samples

Bring your vision to life on Floorstyle
See your future floor with our interactive room viewer, Floorstyle. This
‘view in room’ digital tool not only lets you see our wide range of vinyl
flooring in typical room settings, but you can also upload your own
photo and see what a new floor might look like in your actual space!

www.karndean.com/floorstyle

Keep up to date with us:
Get inspired, follow us on Instagram karndean_USA
Follow our boards on Pinterest karndeanUSA
Like us on Facebook karndeandesignflooringUSA
For interior ideas follow us on Houzz karndeandesignflooringUSA

Color & Pattern Reproduction
All our products are inspired by things we have seen in nature. Just as variation in both color and detail are part of the beauty of nature, so too are
some of our designs. This means that with some of our products you will see natural variation when your floor is laid.
We are continually developing new ideas and improving on our existing designs. This does mean that sometimes products are withdrawn at
short notice.
Karndean Designflooring owns all their designs and are protected by copyright.
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Design your dream floor

View our entire catalog
of products in a variety of
residential room settings
or upload a photo of your
own space!

Corporate Headquarters and Showroom
1100 Pontiac Court, Bushy Run Corporate Park,
Export, PA 15632
Phone: 888-266-4343
Fax: 800-887-7043
Email: info@karndean.com
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4230 N 5th Street, Suite 100,
North Las Vegas, NV 89030 Fax: 702-248-8534
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